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1. The Collective Challenge

1. Disrupt or be disrupted. The purchase order 
from the future.

1. How to 10x your impact

1. Next Steps on the transformational journey
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Key socio-economic and earth 

system trends started going 

exponential – for better and 

worse – around 1950, marked by 

the red line on the graphs. 

The scale and speed of 

environmental change resulting 

from human (and business) 

activity is starting to have 

profound consequences for 

business in all sectors.

Key socio-economic trends Key earth system trends 
Visual adapted from a paper by Steffen, W., W. 

Broadgate, L. Deutsch, O. Gaffney and C. 

Ludwig (2015). The Trajectory of the 

Anthropocene: the Great Acceleration.









So….what can I do?











We actually 
have the 
answers



We are moving beyond simply doing good

We are moving beyond doing well 
by doing good

Leaders in this space are doing business 
differently 



SDG-related market 

opportunities are forecast to 

be worth at least $12 trillion 

a year in revenue and savings by 

2030. 

$12 trillion a year markets by 2030

Markets mapped across four 

value creation nexuses

Food and 

agriculture 

Cities and 

urban mobility 
Energy and 

materials 

Health and 

well-being 

Source: Business and 

Sustainable Development 

Commission



The Sustainability Revolution appears to have 

the scale of the Industrial Revolution and the 

Agricultural Revolution – and the speed of the 

Information Revolution. Compared to these 

previous revolutions, the Sustainability 

Revolution is likely to be the most significant 

event in economic history

The Transformation of Growth 2017

“

Source: Generation 

Foundation

Note: Generation Investment Management’s 2017 Sustainability Trends Report 

documents the trends behind this Revolution.



Sustainability will become as big 
and disruptive in every sector as digital 
technologies have become over the 
past 15 



Transportation sits at the heart of 

the global economy. The 

disruptions it faces will have 

wide-reaching consequences –

and are an indication of the kind 

of transformation other industries 

can expect. 

Disruptive Sustainability can move very fast

In August 2017, The Economist 

forecast the death of the internal 

combustion engine. 

.



The proportion of passenger 

miles travelled in driver-owned 

cars is forecast to collapse, 

making way for ‘Transport as a 

Service’ (TaaS) models.

What are the implications for auto 

and oil companies? Where are 

similar dynamics playing out in 

other markets?

Disruptive Sustainability can move very fast

Speed of TaaS adoption

Individual 

ownership 

miles

TaaS

miles

Visual adapted from Rethinking Transportation 

2020-2030 by 

RethinkX (2017)



How to make positive impact 
at the pace and scale the world 
wants and needs?



Embrace uncertainty 

and discomfort

From Breakdown to Transformation- How to 10x your positive 

impact

Use the SDGs as 

a north star

Let go of whatever doesn’t fit 

with tomorrow’s realities

Zone of maximum confusion

Engage with perspectives 

of disruptive innovators

Stand back and scan 

emerging trends

Identify opportunities for 

10X impact and solutions

Experiment with and implement 

new business models



How to 10X your Impact

“True innovation happens 

when you try to improve 

something by 10 times –

rather than by 10%. A 10X 

goal forces you to rethink an 

idea entirely. It pushes you 

beyond existing models and 

forces you to totally 

reimagine your approach.”

Google

“





Leaders embrace challenges, taking responsibility 

for their share of the problem, 

and spurring the quest for solutions. 

As a leader what questions are you asking?

Asking the right questions..

Are we managing or leading?

1

Are we solving a global challenge 

through our core business? Are 

our goals ambitious enough?

2

What are our blindspots? Are we 

missing opportunities because 

our frame of reference doesn’t 

allow us to see them?

3

Are we largely focused on 

symptom management –

or do we seek to address 

root causes?



Leaders move beyond early, 

defensive postures, embracing disruption 

as a core element of their strategy.

Asking the right questions..

Are we moving beyond defensive postures?

1

Where is disruption happening –

or likely to happen – in our sector, 

or in contiguous sectors?

2

Are there elements of our existing 

core business that we need to ‘let 

go’ in order to position for the 

future?

3

Do we have structures in place 

for tapping into new ideas, both 

within and outside the 

organization?



1. Acknowledge the uncertainty and discomfort

2. Reimagine your approach beyond existing models by 
asking new questions

1. Move beyond both charitable models and CSR….Using 
SDGs as a north star – look for opportunities to transform 
your existing business model



1. Acknowledge the uncertainty and discomfort

2. Move beyond both charitable models and CSR….Reimagine your approach 
beyond existing models by asking new questions

3. Move beyond both charitable models and CSR….Using SDGs as a north 
star – look for opportunities to transform your existing business model

4. Scan for new market opportunities, and heat spots that are ripe for 
disruption

5. Expand your sphere of impact and look to value chain innovations



1. Acknowledge the uncertainty and discomfort

2. Move beyond both charitable models and CSR….Reimagine your approach beyond 
existing models by asking new questions

3. Move beyond both charitable models and CSR….Using SDGs as a north star – look 
for opportunities to transform your existing business model

4. Scan for new market opportunities, and heat spots that are ripe for disruption

1. Expand your sphere of impact and look to value chain innovations

2. Look for ways to catalyse sector transformations through multi-stakeholder 
collaborations and bilateral partnerships. Start by zoning in on issues that you really 
care about and affect your $$ financial bottom line. 

How to 10x your positive impact



Next steps on the 
transformational 
journey.
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Thank you.
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